Intuity. The smart home just got a lot smarter.
INTUITY: INTUITIVE HOME AUTOMATION THAT COMPLEMENTS YOUR LIFESTYLE
At Legrand, we help millions of people control power, light, and data all over the world. Now, we’ve applied that experience to create a smart, intuitive home automation system. We call it Intuity™ Home Intelligence, and it’s the latest innovation in our On-Q® line of home automation products. With its elegant tablet interface and apps for mobile devices, Intuity puts control of your home — lighting, comfort, security, and entertainment — at your fingertips. Intuity Home Intelligence is an integrated, easy-to-use system, and the only one backed by the quality and reliability of Legrand. Which means the smart home is now even smarter.
Your home is singing a brand-new song.

Whether it’s a new Pandora® station or your prized ’60s music collection, Intuity puts your music where you want it. It allows you to deliver audio from four different sources to 16 different areas of your home — inside or out. While that’s a lot of options, controlling them is a breeze with Intuity apps designed for iPhone® and Android™ devices. And because Intuity’s multi-room audio system is professionally installed in your home, it’s incredibly reliable and delivers superb high-fidelity audio. All of which sounds really good.
Illumination with a lighter touch.

All lighting is mood lighting. Whether it’s a teenager toiling over a term paper or Mom and Dad enjoying the (rare) romantic dinner for two, the right light makes all the difference.

Intuity lets you control and adjust compatible Legrand lighting devices in your home. And because the best light is the one that does exactly what you want it to, Intuity offers elegant, effortless automation. You can program lights to come on when you come home from work, dim them in the evening for your favorite television program, and automatically turn them off when you’re ready to turn in — all without lifting a finger.
A better answer to answering the door.

Now when the doorbell rings, you can see who’s there, whether you’re in the upstairs guestroom or on the back patio. And even when you’re away from home, Intuity’s Video Door Entry system gives you peace of mind by automatically sending a photo of whoever rings your doorbell.

With Intuity Video Door Entry, you can not only see that your best friend has arrived with Chinese takeout, you can talk to her via your home intercom and unlock the door, turn on the lights, and put on her favorite playlist — all from your smartphone while finishing that final load of laundry.
Be right there, from anywhere.

Is the baby finally sleeping? Is the dog on the sofa again? Did my teenagers get home safely after the dance? With Intuity Camera Monitoring, you don’t have to wonder.

Intuity’s high-definition IP cameras provide remote viewing and sharp imaging, indoors and out, even in total darkness. Intuity can support up to six continuously running cameras, enough to cover all the top-priority areas, such as front and back doors, the nursery, or rec room. Using the wall-mounted Intuity Command Center and Intuity mobile apps, you can keep an eye on things whenever you want, from wherever you are.
WHOLE-HOUSE INTERCOM

Talk without the walk.

With the Intuity Whole-house Intercom, the person in the downstairs laundry room can have a word with the person in the upstairs bedroom. Without shouting. Or texting. Or walking up two flights of stairs.

The Intuity Whole-house Intercom offers two-way, in-wall modules for up to 16 different areas of your home that coordinate with other Legrand devices. Just press a button to let the entire house know that “Dinner’s ready,” “I need my car keys,” or “We need to hurry, because the movie starts in 20 minutes.”
A built-in remote for the entire house.

Because the optional Command Center is built into your home, it serves as a central location for the Intuity Home Intelligence system. With it, you can control every aspect of the home: lighting, audio, comfort, communication, and security, just as you can from your smartphone and tablet.

For system navigation and operation, the Intuity Command Center uses a recess-mounted iPad® mini featuring the same consistent, elegant interface that powers the Intuity smartphone and tablet apps. The Intuity Command Center also includes a built-in intercom, digital audio volume controls, and tactile buttons for quick access to frequently used functions. All of which is wrapped in a sleek, recessed design that blends beautifully with any decor.
THIRD-PARTY INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
It's already better, and it's getting bigger.

Legrand is partnering with other industry leaders to ensure that Intuity provides effortless control of every aspect of your home.

Indoor Temperature Control — Intuity works seamlessly with the industry’s finest programmable/remote controllable thermostats and HVAC equipment, including products by Honeywell®, Trane®, and others. These systems allow homeowners to dynamically control the comfort of their indoor environment while also reducing power usage.

Digital Door Locks — Some of the industry’s leading keyless door entry systems, including ones by Kwikset®, Schlage®, Yale®, and others, can be integrated into and controlled by the Intuity system.

Home Security Systems — Now, many of the leading home security/alarm systems, including those from DSC, Interlogix™ and Honeywell, can be integrated into Intuity, enabling you to arm/disarm the system through the in-wall Command Center or the Intuity app on your mobile devices.

Garage Doors — Intuity enables the remote opening and closing of your garage door through compatibility with the Linear garage door remote opener.